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Challenges

• Meeting market needs for electronic products. 
• Creating designs that provide high-quality print 

books and high-quality electronic products. 
• Understanding the relationship between design 

and platform rendering.
• Acknowledging the limitations of e-workflows.
• Recognizing that content needs to be available in 

numerous file formats.
• Increasing efficiency to make content quickly 

available to markets. 
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Design is Critical
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Need to find a balanced aesthetic solution for print to electronic. 
• The design process needs to be linked directly to the development of content and 

incorporate all elements. 
• The challenge is to create a design that will carry through to the EPUB and Mobi files to 

give the best viewing experience on all readers.  
• It is important to consistently style elements (headings, boxes, tables) so they will render 

the same when the CSS is applied. 
• The CSS (Cascading Style Sheet) controls the aesthetics and how the content will render 

in the eBook and on platforms.

eBook limitations for designing content must be considered to retain the overall style 
structure for digital formats. Limitations include:
• Content being displayed in single column format. 
• Content is reflowable based on device and user settings.
• End users choosing font and adjusting size of font on readers.  
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High-Level Production Workflow
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Design Manuscript

PDF page proof
XML

Pathway to XML and ePub

ePub
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Print-Only, Shared, and E-Only Content

Print-Only Content
• Content is coded in 

the XML
• Appears only in the 

printed version

Shared Content
• Content is coded in 

the XML
• Appears in both print 

and electronic 
versions

E-Only Content
• Content is coded 

in the XML
• Appears only in 

electronic 
versions, such as 
eBook/ePub and 
on platforms

“Supplemental” Files
• Content is not coded 

in the XML
• It will not appear in 

most electronic 
versions, such as 
ePub/eBook or on 
most platforms

• ScienceDirect and 
ExpertConsult can 
display files

NOTE: The smallest item for print-
only or e-only is a paragraph. 
Individual sentences within a 
paragraph cannot have an attribute 
different than the entire paragraph. 
(There can be a one sentence 
paragraph…)



Example of Supplemental Content
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Interactive map available 
on ScienceDirect.
Users can click on each 
point to access additional 
information regarding 
that location. 

Other examples are very 
large tables in Excel that 
would not render well in 
the print or electronic 
layout. 
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XML
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What information does the XML carry?
Limited Styling – only bold, italic, cross out, underline, small

caps, sub/superscript
Fonts – serif, sanserif or monospace
Punctuation
Hierarchy
Downstream versioning (e-only, p-only, shared content)

What information does XML not carry?
Color
Font size
Particular fonts (for example: Times, Arial, Helvetica, etc.) 
Highlighting
Positioning – left, right, center, justified



Print versus eBooks
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Electronic Table of Contents
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The table of contents in 
an eBook is generated 
from the XML hub file. 
Thus there are no page 
numbers. 

Instead the chapter title 
is hyperlinked and will 
take the user directly to 
the location in the file.

To maintain the hierarchy of the table of contents, 
make sure the content is consistently set up 
throughout the title.



Example of Part Opener
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Print Electronic



eBook Types
ePub

• Universally recognized industry standard XML-based eBook format that enables 
compatibility across a wide range of eReader platforms, such as Apple, Google, 
Barnes & Noble, and KOBO. 

• ePub is “reflowable” and flexible. Text automatically adjusts to the screen size of the 
reader and parameters set by the user (for example, font size). 

• Current standard for ePub production is ePub3, which contains standard multimedia 
functionalities (audio and video).

Mobipocket
• Are XML based, making them reflowable and flexible.
• Files can only be read on specific operating devices, such as the Amazon Kindle. 

WebPDF
• Lower resolution PDF version optimized for quick access on the Internet.   
• Large, static files, which do not reflow. 

PubXML
• Not a widely used format. 
• 3PP requires the raw XML file, delivered in a Zip file. Then creates an eBook version 

for specific devices.
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Digital Rights Management (DRM)
The standard approach for protecting digital files from illegal copying and piracy. DRM is 
a lock placed on the digital file that keeps the file connected to the account of the 
customer who purchased the digital file. DRM intends to control executing, viewing, 
copying, printing and altering of work or devices.

DRM in eBooks
In eBooks the DRM can be placed as a wrapper around the eBook file or as part of the 
eBook package. The DRM prevents the eBook from being opened on an eReader or 
device without the correct key provided by the retailer or publisher.
Currently there are four major DRM schemes being used:

Amazon: Applies their own DRM on Kindle eBooks purchased from Amazon websites.
Apple: Applies their own FairPlay DRM on eBooks purchased from the iBookstore.
Adobe: Created the Adobe Digital Editions Protection Technology (ADEPT). It is 
currently used by a large number of retailers, including Barnes & Noble, Kobo, Ingram 
Fulfillment System. Use requires that Adobe Digital Editions be installed on the eReader
or device.
Marlin Trust Management Organization (MTMO): A DRM developed and maintained by 
the Marlin Developer Community (MDC), an open industry group founded by Intertrust, 
Panasonic, Philips, Samsung, and Sony. It is used in eBooks sold by KNO.
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High-Level eBook Distribution
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File Input to CoreSource Storage of Files



QUESTIONS?
Thank you!
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